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Abstract The combination of algorithms from the struc-

ture-modeling field with those of crystallographic structure

determination can broaden the range of templates that are

useful for structure determination by the method of molec-

ular replacement. Automated tools in phenix.mr_rosetta

simplify the application of these combined approaches by

integrating Phenix crystallographic algorithms and Rosetta

structure-modeling algorithms and by systematically gen-

erating and evaluating models with a combination of these

methods. The phenix.mr_rosetta algorithms can be used to

automatically determine challenging structures. The

approaches used in phenix.mr_rosetta are described along

with examples that show roles that structure-modeling can

play in molecular replacement.
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Introduction

Molecular replacement [1] is an exceptionally powerful

technique for the determination of structures of macro-

molecules. In molecular replacement a template structure

serves as an initial model for the structure to be deter-

mined. The orientation and location of the template in the

crystallographic cell are found by optimizing the agree-

ment between measured structure factors and those calcu-

lated from the placement of the template. Then the placed

template is used to estimate the crystallographic phases,

allowing calculation of a preliminary electron density map.

A new model is then built using this map as a guide.

Molecular replacement accounts for over 70% [2] of the

structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB, [3]). Despite this

success, molecular replacement is limited to situations

where a suitable template structure is available. The tem-

plate must normally represent a large fraction (usually

more than 50%) of the structure and have a core whose

atomic coordinates are superimposable within approxi-

mately 1.5–2 Å root mean square deviation (rmsd) of the

target structure [4].

There are two steps in molecular replacement where the

availability of a sufficiently similar template is crucial. The

first is at the stage of finding the orientation and location of

the template structure in the asymmetric unit of the struc-

ture to be determined. If the template is too different from
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the structure to be determined, the correct location and

orientation may not be identifiable.

The second step that requires a template sufficiently

similar to the structure to be determined is the rebuilding of

a correctly-placed model. It is not uncommon for molec-

ular replacement to yield a solution that is unambiguous in

its placement yet leads to an electron density map that does

not give any useful clues as to how to improve the model.

In such cases it is again not feasible to proceed with

structure determination.

These restrictions on the divergence between template

and structure to be determined, along with the wide use of

molecular replacement, mean that any improvements in the

starting templates for molecular replacement, in methods

for finding the location and orientation of the template, in

methods for obtaining accurate phases from a preliminary

model, or in methods for rebuilding molecular replacement

models can substantially increase the number of structures

that can be determined by molecular replacement.

There have recently been many important advances in

all these areas. Improved starting templates for molecular

replacement have been obtained by judicious pruning of

parts of models that are less likely to be correct [5, 6, 7], by

creating ensembles of templates [8, 9], using normal mode

analysis [10, 11], and by systematic searches using many or

all of the proteins in the Protein Data Bank [12, 13].

Improved methods for finding the placement of the tem-

plate include the use of likelihood in scoring of placements

and the development of approximations to the likelihood

function that are accurate yet much more rapid [14].

Improvements in methods for obtaining phase information

from a preliminary model include developments in algo-

rithms for creating maps that optimally show unmodeled

density [15] and developments in density modification

procedures that reduce model bias [16]. Improvements in

model-building algorithms include the use of iteration

between model-building, refinement and map calculation

or density modification [17, 18, 19] and the development of

methods that can be used at resolutions lower than 3 Å [20,

21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].

A recent approach to obtaining improved templates for

molecular replacement is to apply tools from the structure

modeling field before or after placing the template in the

crystallographic cell [28, 6, 29, 30]. The key idea in this

approach is that crystallographic model-building and

structure modeling use fundamentally different sources of

information so that combining them can yield a more

powerful approach to model-building than either alone.

Table 1 compares the algorithms and information used

in crystallographic model-building and in structure mod-

eling. Crystallographic model-building of macromolecules

is based on interpretation of patterns of electron density.

The presence of a polypeptide backbone, side-chains, and

secondary structure are used directly in interpreting an

electron density map in terms of an atomic model. In

contrast, the core aspect of structure modeling is the use of

specialized force fields capable of distinguishing a physi-

cally plausible model from one that is not. The algorithms

in the structure modeling field are in optimal cases able to

generate and refine structures with near-native conforma-

tions without the use of experimental information. For

example Das and Baker [31] estimated that about one in six

proteins under 100 amino acids in length can be modeled

ab initio with sufficient accuracy for phasing by molecular

replacement.

Crystallographic model-building does make use of force

fields as well. After model-building, crystallographic

structures are refined using a combination of the agreement

with crystallographic data and a simple set of geometric

restraints. The restraints used in crystallographic model-

building are normally much less sophisticated than the

force fields used in the structure modeling field, however.

They often do not include electrostatic or hydrogen bond-

ing interactions for example. In contrast to refinement with

force fields used in structure modeling, refinement of a

structure with geometric restraints in the absence of crys-

tallographic data typically is highly unlikely to converge to

near-native conformations.

Qian et al. [29], Ramelot et al. [30], DiMaio et al. [28]

and Mao et al. [6] have shown that Rosetta structure

modeling can be used to improve homology models to

make them more useful for finding their locations in a

crystallographic cell, the first step in molecular replace-

ment. Qian et al. [29] have shown that in some cases

ab initio models created with Rosetta from sequence

information alone can be sufficiently accurate to be useful

Table 1 Complementarity of model-building in macromolecular crystallography and in structure-modeling

Characteristic Crystallographic model-building (Phenix) Structure-modeling (Rosetta)

Optimization Interpretation of patterns of density Creating physically plausible models

Model-building approach Density search for secondary structure Ab initio modeling or homology modeling

Fragment libraries 3-residue fragment library 3- and 9-residue libraries

Model-building target Fit to density Rosetta force field (optional density term)

Refinement target Structure-factor likelihood Rosetta force field (optional density term)
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in this step. DiMaio et al. [28] have shown further that

augmentation of Rosetta structure modeling with pseudo-

energy terms representing fit of model to electron density

can greatly improve the rebuilding of models in the second

key step of molecular replacement.

The procedures used by DiMaio et al. [28] for com-

bining Rosetta structure modeling and crystallographic

model-building require considerable manipulations and

familiarity with both crystallographic and structure-mod-

eling tools. To make the use of these procedures more

accessible to a broader range of structural biologists, we

developed software in the Phenix crystallographic com-

puting environment [32] that provides simultaneous access

to Rosetta structure modeling and Phenix crystallographic

model-building [28]. This phenix.mr_rosetta software

allows a user to identify suitable templates for molecular

replacement available in the PDB, edit them to match the

target sequence, optionally refine their structures with

Rosetta prior to molecular replacement [29], carry out

molecular replacement, and rebuild the resulting models

with Rosetta [28] and Phenix autobuilding [19] algorithms.

Alternatively the same software can begin with a partial or

complete model already placed in a crystallographic cell

and rebuild the model with Rosetta and Phenix autobuild-

ing approaches. These procedures can be carried out using

simple keyworded scripts that specify the input data and

the procedures to be used. Here we describe the methods

used in phenix.mr_rosetta and present examples that help

show how the approach works.

Methods

Steps in molecular replacement and model rebuilding

by phenix.mr_rosetta

The basic data required to run the phenix.mr_rosetta pro-

cedure consists of the sequence of the structure to be

determined and the measured crystallographic structure-

factor amplitudes for this structure. Additionally either a file

from the hhpred server (http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/

hhpred; [33]) listing similar proteins in the PDB and their

alignments, or one or more templates edited to match the

target sequence are required. For loop-building in Rosetta,

files containing 3-residue and 9-residue fragments from the

PDB tailored for the target protein are also required. These

fragments can be obtained from the Robetta fragment server

(http://robetta.bakerlab.org/fragmentsubmit.jsp) [34].

The overall procedure used in phenix.mr_rosetta con-

sists of six steps. These are (1) downloading suitable

templates and editing them to match the target sequence,

(2) optional optimization of the models with Rosetta

without using X-ray data, (3) placement of templates using

molecular replacement, (4) refinement and calculation of

density-modified electron density maps, (5) model

rebuilding with Rosetta including density information, and

(6) model rebuilding with phenix.autobuild.

Once the entire cycle of 6 steps has been carried out, a

partially or completely built model may be obtained. If all

chains in the model are found in the molecular replacement

step (step 3) but the model is not fully rebuilt after carrying

out these steps, then steps (4–6) of this procedure can be

iterated to complete and further improve the resulting

models. Alternatively, if some chains in the model are not

found in molecular replacement, those that are found can

be rebuilt in steps (4–6). Then the resulting model can be

used as a fixed model for another molecular replacement

attempt, and the resulting model can be rebuilt as before.

The six steps are described in more detail below.

Downloading suitable templates and editing them to match

the target sequence

The simplest starting point for phenix.mr_rosetta is a list of

proteins in the PDB that are likely to have similar structures

to the target protein. The hhpred server (http://toolkit.

tuebingen.mpg.de/hhpred) [33] provides a rapid analysis of

homologous sequences that are present in the PDB and lists

these PDB entries along with their sequence alignments to

the target structure. If the resulting summary file is supplied,

phenix.mr_rosetta will use the tool phenix.mr_model_

preparation to download a specified number of these PDB

entries and edit them to match the sequence of the target

protein. These edited templates can then either be the

starting points for structure optimization by Rosetta or serve

as search models for molecular replacement.

This simple procedure is limited to structures that can be

represented by a single template from the PDB. Normally

this means that it is suitable for structures with a single type

of polypeptide chain. Structures that contain several dif-

ferent chains or chains that require several templates to be

represented can be built with phenix.mr_rosetta but the

initial molecular replacement steps must be carried out

separately. The tool phenix.mr_model_preparation can be

used to download and edit multiple templates and the

molecular replacement tool phenix.automr can then be used

to carry out molecular replacement with Phaser [14] to

place and combine these templates. Then any number of

the resulting potential molecular replacement solutions

(placed models) can be used as the starting point for phe-

nix.mr_rosetta beginning in step (4) below.

Optional optimization of the models with Rosetta

Once a template structure is available, Rosetta modeling

tools [29] can optionally be applied to remodel the

phenix.mr_rosetta: molecular replacement and model rebuilding 83
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template. The information that is available for this

remodeling is the sequence alignment between the template

and the target molecule and the starting structure of the

template. Rosetta can be used to rebuild the template,

making its structure more compatible with the sequence of

the target molecule and creating new chains for any gaps

where the template did not match the target sequence. This

process is carried out without reference to any crystallo-

graphic data. Normally 1,000–2,000 Rosetta models are

created and the top-scoring model (based on the standard

Rosetta energy function) is used as a search model in the

molecular replacement step.

Placement of search models using molecular replacement

Once search models are available, molecular replacement is

carried out using the crystallographic data along with each

search model in turn. In cases where the size of the asym-

metric unit of the crystal can accommodate more than one

copy of the search model, the number of copies of the search

model to be found can be specified, or phenix.mr_rosetta can

try all plausible numbers of copies. If the number of copies to

be found is a multiple of the number of copies of the template

in its original crystallographic asymmetric unit, then the

corresponding multimer of the template is tested in molec-

ular replacement as well as the monomer. For example, if the

template was a dimer in its original crystal form and four

copies of the molecule can fit in the asymmetric unit of the

target structure, then both the monomer and dimer of this

template would be considered in separate runs of molecular

replacement by phenix.mr_rosetta.

As there may be several search models and several

numbers of copies to be tested, the entire molecular

replacement step can produce a number of possible models.

These models are rescored with the Phaser log-likelihood

scoring procedure [9] using a fixed value of the estimated

rmsd between template and target structure (typically using

the smallest value of the estimated rmsd for all the search

models considered). The best-scoring model or models are

then considered as starting points for map calculation and

Rosetta rebuilding.

Refinement and calculation of density-modified electron

density maps

Once a potential molecular replacement solution is

obtained, it is refined with phenix.refine [35] and the

resulting model is used along with the experimental data to

create a model-based density-modified electron density

map with Resolve density modification [19]. If more than

one copy of the template is present in the molecular

replacement model, then non-crystallographic symmetry is

included in the density modification procedure [36].

If the starting point for the entire procedure is a model

already placed in the crystallographic cell, then this model

is refined and a density-modified map is created in the same

way. In this case the model can consist of any number of

copies of any number of different chains. This allows the

application of later steps in phenix.mr_rosetta to structures

that are more complicated than those that can be described

with a single sequence.

Model rebuilding with Rosetta including density

information

Once a model has been placed in the crystallographic cell

and a density map has been created, a Rosetta modeling

procedure is carried out in which the Rosetta energy

function is augmented with a term describing the fit of the

model to the density [37, 28]. This Rosetta modeling pro-

cedure can rebuild existing segments of the model as well

as build short loops (typically up to 8 residues in length) in

gaps of the model. There can still be segments that are

missing in the model, however. The resulting models with

the best Phaser likelihood scores [9] are then refined with

phenix.refine and used to create a new set of density-

modified maps. These maps are averaged to yield a single

averaged density-modified map. The refined Rosetta

models are then rebuilt one more time with Rosetta using

the fit to this averaged map in scoring and the best-scoring

models are refined with phenix.refine and used as the

starting point for phenix.autobuild automated model

rebuilding.

In cases where more than one copy of a chain is present

in the model, a single copy is supplied to Rosetta along

with the density map corresponding to that chain. Then the

resulting Rosetta model is copied to the locations of each of

the copies in the original model to form a new Rosetta-

based model with idealized non-crystallographic symme-

try. In cases where more than one type of chain is present,

one copy of each type of chain is supplied at a time to

Rosetta. In this way any number of copies of any number of

types of chains can be rebuilt with Rosetta including a

density term.

Model rebuilding with phenix.autobuild

Model rebuilding is continued using phenix.autobuild. The

starting points are the models rebuilt as described above

with Rosetta, including a density term in the Rosetta

energy. These models are rescored using the Phaser like-

lihood score [9]. The top models (typically 2) are then

rebuilt with phenix.autobuild [19] based on the crystallo-

graphic data and the sequence of the target macromolecule.

This automated model-building procedure uses the starting

model and any non-crystallographic symmetry to create a
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density-modified map in the same way as in step (3) above.

The density-modified map is used as the basis for crystal-

lographic model-building and recombination of the newly-

built model with the existing model, and the resulting

model is refined using the crystallographic data [35]. The

overall rebuilding procedure is iterated until the R-value

comparing the crystallographic data with data expected

from the model does not change substantially from cycle to

cycle.

In the model-building process some polypeptide chain

can be built in regions that are not represented in the

Rosetta model used to start the autobuilding process. The

sequences corresponding to such chains may be identified

by the correspondence between the sequence of the target

structure and the shapes of side chains visible in the elec-

tron density map along the polypeptide chain. However

some chains may be built that cannot automatically be

assigned to sequence. These are normally discarded if

further cycles of Rosetta model-building are to be carried

out as Rosetta model-building requires a knowledge of the

sequence of the model to be rebuilt.

At the conclusion of autobuilding, the model with the

lowest R-value and the corresponding density-modified

map are saved. This model and map can be suitable for

further rebuilding with semi-automated tools or re-used as

the input for further cycles of Rosetta and phenix.autobuild

rebuilding.

Results and discussion

Application of phenix.mr_rosetta to challenging

structure determinations

Recently we have used a combination of Rosetta and

Phenix to determine 13 new structures that had proven

difficult or not possible to determine by a variety of other

approaches [28]. The procedures used in phenix.mr_rosetta

are automated versions of the procedures used in that work.

Here we describe the application of phenix.mr_rosetta to

two of these structures to illustrate how the combination of

structure modeling and crystallographic model-building

can enhance structure determination by molecular

replacement.

Structure-modeling of an NMR model prior to molecular

replacement

One of the structures determined by a combination of

Rosetta modeling and Phenix autobuilding was the struc-

ture of the radA intein (structure #12 in [28, 38]). X-ray

diffraction data were available to a resolution of 1.7 Å, and

a dimer of the molecule is present in the asymmetric unit of

the crystal in space-group P212121. Additionally, an NMR

model potentially suitable for use in molecular replacement

was available (this NMR model was not a final model, but

rather one that had been generated from NMR data using

rapid automated procedures). Molecular replacement with

the automatically-generated NMR model had not suc-

ceeded, but the structure could be determined by applying

Rosetta structure modeling to the automatically-determined

NMR model, choosing the best-scoring Rosetta model, and

using that model in molecular replacement followed by

Phenix autobuilding [28, 38].

This structure determination can be reproduced with

phenix.mr_rosetta by supplying the automatically-gener-

ated NMR model, the sequence of the protein, and the

X-ray diffraction data, and specifying that the model is to

be prerefined with Rosetta prior to molecular replacement.

Figure 1 illustrates how the Rosetta refinement (without

X-ray data) improves the automatically-generated NMR

model sufficiently for it to be useful in molecular

replacement. Figure 1 compares the final model of this

structure (in yellow) with the NMR model (in blue), after

superimposing the NMR model on the final model. The

rmsd between the main-chain atoms of these models is

about 2.1 Å (excluding residues 118–133 that are com-

pletely different), so it is not surprising that the automati-

cally-generated NMR model is not successful in molecular

replacement. For the 1,000 Rosetta models built in the

phenix.mr_rosetta run, the mean value of this rmsd is

1.7 Å, with a range from 1.1 to 2.6 Å. Figure 1 shows the

highest-scoring Rosetta model (in purple). This model is

considerably better than an average Rosetta model, with an

rmsd to the final structure of 1.5 Å (though not as accurate

as the best Rosetta model). This improvement of the

starting model from an rmsd of 2.1 to 1.5 Å is the critical

step in the solution of this structure. Beginning with this

highest-scoring Rosetta model, molecular replacement is

successful (the top Phaser solution is correct), and refine-

ment of the molecular replacement solution yields R and

free R-values of 0.38 and 0.44. Subsequent rebuilding with

Rosetta and Phenix autobuilding leads to a largely-correct

model (the model in green in Fig. 1) with an R-value and

free R-value of 0.24 and 0.27, respectively.

Structure-modeling with density to yield critical

improvements in a placed model

A structure for which Rosetta modeling substantially aided

crystallographic model-building is the protease XMRV PR

[39], structure #6 in [28]. Efforts to determine this structure

by standard molecular replacement approaches had failed,

and the structure was determined by a combination of

extensive molecular replacement and Rosetta modeling

with electron density restraints using X-ray data collected

phenix.mr_rosetta: molecular replacement and model rebuilding 85
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to a resolution of 2 Å [39]. The structure was determined

by creating a symmetric dimer from chain A of the HIV-1

protease structure 2hs1 [40] with a sequence identity of

30%. There is a dimer of XMRV PR in the asymmetric unit

of the crystal. The location of a symmetric dimer from the

template 2hs1 could be determined by molecular replace-

ment, but the resulting model was too different from the

template to yield a useful electron density map for

rebuilding [28]. Rebuilding this model with Phenix auto-

building failed (with free R-value of 0.57).

Figure 2a illustrates why this autobuilding failed. This

figure shows the placed template (a symmetric dimer)

from 2hs1 in blue, the final refined model of XMRV PR in

green, along with the density-modified electron density

map based on this placed template. This density map has

a correlation of 0.56 to a map calculated from the final

XMRV PR model. The map is difficult to interpret in

many places and it is therefore not simple to improve the

model. Rosetta modeling using the density map was able

to improve the template considerably. Figure 2b shows

the best-scoring Rosetta model (in purple), also along

with the final refined model. The density-modified map

obtained by averaging the density-modified maps from the

top 4 best-scoring Rosetta models is shown. This map is

substantially clearer than the one based on the placed

template (it has a correlation of 0.82 to the final map) and

allowed rebuilding of the best-scoring Rosetta model with

Phenix autobuilding. At the end of this cycle of phe-

nix.mr_rosetta building, the R-value and free R-value

were 0.29 and 0.34, respectively, and the map correlation

was 0.85 (Fig. 2c).

Application of phenix.mr_rosetta to 13 previously-solved

structures

We tested the phenix.mr_rosetta tool by applying it to 13

structures previously solved using a combination of

molecular replacement, structure-modeling and crystallo-

graphic model building [28]. Table 2 (column F) lists the

free R-values of models obtained using phenix.mr_rosetta

for each of these 13 structures. In most cases phe-

nix.mr_rosetta was initiated with sequence alignments

(listed with starting points of ‘‘sequence alignment’’ in

Table 2), and in others (listed as ‘‘placed template’’) the

process was started after molecular replacement had been

carried out. The structures in Table 2 are sorted according

to the resolution of the data. For structures where high-

resolution data (\2.5 Å) was available, the models

obtained by phenix.mr_rosetta are quite accurate (with free

R-values of 0.34 or better). For structures with lower-res-

olution data, phenix.mr_rosetta produced less-accurate

models, but in all cases the maps obtained were of good or

very good quality (map correlations to final refined struc-

tures ranged from 0.5 to 0.85). Overall, 11 of 13 of these

datasets led to structures with free R-values of 0.42 or

lower with phenix.mr_rosetta. The remaining two had free

R-values of 0.44. Based on these results, it appears that the

use of phenix.mr_rosetta would have been sufficient to

solve all of these structures.

These 13 structures and their experimental data have

been examined quite extensively [28] and many different

approaches for structure determination have been applied

to each of them. In previous work the key question was

how much information was contributed by the use of

Rosetta modeling. To answer this question, the compari-

sons among methods all began with templates placed in

the crystallographic unit cell using Phaser molecular

replacement, and the effectiveness of each method in

improving these placed models was examined [28]. Those

comparisons showed that for two of the structures (radA

intein and pc0265), Rosetta modeling was essential for

the first step in molecular replacement to succeed. For 6

additional structures (XMRV PR, thiod, pc02153, tirap,

hp3342 and estan) Rosetta modeling with density after

molecular replacement yielded substantially better models

than the other methods tried. The next-best method for

these 6 structures consisted of deformable elastic network

(DEN) refinement [41] followed by Phenix autobuilding.

For the final 5 structures (fk4430, bfr258e, niko, fj6376

and cab55348) several methods, including Rosetta mod-

eling with density, could be used to determine the

structures.

Table 2 (columns G and H) lists the free R-values

obtained by using phenix.autobuild (without including

Rosetta structure-modeling) to rebuild the templates placed

Fig. 1 Comparison of models for the structure radA intein. The final

refined structure [28] is shown in yellow. The NMR template is

shown in blue. The best-scoring Rosetta model is in purple, and the

phenix.mr_rosetta structure is in green (nearly superimposing on the

final refined structure)
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with phenix.mr_rosetta (column G) or the templates used

in DiMaio et al. [28]. Rebuilding the templates used in the

previous analysis [28], with phenix.mr_rosetta (column H)

gave results similar to those reported previously [28]. In

only 4 of 13 cases did autobuilding yield free R-values of

0.42 or better. This shows the need for other approaches

such as Rosetta modeling to improve these models before

crystallographic autobuilding could be used.

Some of the template placements found in the molecular

replacement step by phenix.mr_rosetta were closer to the

final structures than those used in DiMaio et al. [28]. The

molecular replacement searches carried out by phe-

nix.mr_rosetta in Table 2 (column F) were in some cases

quite extensive. Some used as many as 13 starting tem-

plates. Others tested various possibilities for the number of

copies in the asymmetric unit or various possibilities for

the number of chains from the deposited structures used as

templates in the molecular replacement search. The result

of the extensive search approach can be seen from column

G of Table 2, in which the templates placed by phe-

nix.mr_rosetta were used directly in autobuilding (without

the use of Rosetta). Using phenix.autobuild with these

templates, 7 of the 13 structures could be determined with

free R-values of 0.42 or better. This result is consistent

with the known utility of extensive searches with a variety

of molecular replacement templates (e.g., [12, 13].

Conclusions

The combination of structure modeling with Rosetta and

crystallographic model-building techniques can substan-

tially increase the range of templates that are suitable for

molecular replacement [28]. The automated tools in phe-

nix.mr_rosetta simplify the application of these combined

approaches by integrating the Phenix and Rosetta algo-

rithms and by systematically generating and evaluating

models with a combination of these methods. As

Table 2 Structure determinations with phenix.mr_rosetta

A B C D E F G H

Structure Resolution

(Å)

Sequence

identity (%)

NCSa

copies

Starting

pointb
mr_rosetta
free R

Autobuild free R (from

mr_rosetta placed templates)

Autobuild free R (from

DiMaio et al. templates)

radA intein 1.7 100 2 NMR template 0.27 0.55 0.51

cab55348 1.9 31 1 Alignment file 0.28 0.32 0.52

XMRV PR 2.0 30 2 Alignment filec 0.34 0.37 0.57

fk4430 2.1 22 1 Alignment file 0.31 0.33 0.31

thiod 2.1 22/15 1 Placed template 0.29 0.51 0.56

bfr258e 2.2 19 2 Alignment file 0.30 0.29 0.29

niko 2.5 27 2 Alignment file 0.28 0.31 0.34

estan 2.5 18 1 Alignment file 0.28 0.55 0.55

fj6376 2.7 21 4 Alignment file 0.30 0.30 0.30

pc02153 2.8 29 1 Alignment file 0.44 0.45 0.54

pc0265 2.9 29 2 Placed template 0.40 0.42 0.46

tirap 3.0 22 1 Alignment file 0.44 0.44 0.46

hp3342 3.2 20 1 Placed template 0.41 0.51 0.50

The names of the structures and correspondences with the structure numbers used in [28] are those provided at

http://www.phenix-online.org/phenix_data/terwilliger/rosetta_2011/ except that the structure radA intein is alternatively referred to as ag9603a
a NCS copies is the number of copies of the molecule in the asymmetric unit of the crystal related by non-crystallographic symmetry
b The starting point for each structure determination with phenix.mr_rosetta (column F) was a sequence alignment obtained with the hhpred

server (http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/hhpred; [33]; indicated as ‘‘alignment file’’ in column E), or an NMR model (indicated with ‘‘NMR

template’’), or an edited template structure, placed in the correct position by Phaser [14] as used in DiMaio et al. [28]; indicated with ‘‘placed

template’’. In column G the free R-values obtained by rebuilding the placed model from the corresponding phenix.mr_rosetta analysis with

phenix.autobuild are shown. In column H the free R-values obtained by rebuilding the placed models used in DiMaio et al. [28] are shown (the

phenix.autobuild runs are different and consequently the free R-values differ somewhat from those reported in [28])
c The structure XMRV PR could be solved either automatically with phenix.mr_rosetta beginning with just the sequence alignment (in column F

of this Table) or beginning with a placed symmetric dimer (as in Fig. 2). The automated phenix.mr_rosetta structure determination beginning

with a sequence alignment (column F) yielded a molecular replacement solution using the dimer of 2hs1 [40] and this molecular replacement

solution could be rebuilt either with (column F) or without (column G) Rosetta modeling. The symmetric dimer molecular replacement solution

shown in Fig. 2 could only be rebuilt using Rosetta modeling with density (poor free R value for rebuilding with phenix.autobuild alone shown in

column H)
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demonstrated here, the phenix.mr_rosetta algorithms can

be used to automatically determine some of the most

challenging structures determined by manual combination

of molecular replacement and Rosetta.

The Rosetta and Phenix tools available in phe-

nix.mr_rosetta can address each of the steps in molecular

replacement that can fail because of lack of a template that

is close enough to the target molecule. In cases where the

template is so different that it cannot be successfully placed

in the crystallographic cell, phenix.mr_rosetta can use

Rosetta modeling to improve the template. As shown above

for the radA intein structure, this improvement can be

sufficient to allow molecular replacement and the sub-

sequent rebuilding. In cases where the template is similar

enough to the target structure for placement of the model,

but too different for model rebuilding, phenix.mr_rosetta

can use Rosetta, along with an electron density map, to

improve the placed template. This was illustrated with the

XMRV PR structure determination described above. The

key step in this structure determination was the slight

improvement in the model obtained by Rosetta rebuilding

with density. Without this improvement, the model was too

poor to yield a map that is interpretable, but with it the map

was improved enough to allow rebuilding. This is the

essence of the combination of Rosetta modeling with

crystallographic model-building. The combination allows

borderline cases, which are apparently quite frequent, to be

solved by incorporating some complementary information

from the Rosetta modeling that moves the starting model

closer to the target structure.

The approaches used in phenix.mr_rosetta are likely to

be applicable not only to molecular replacement, as in the

examples described here, but also to other situations where

model rebuilding is challenging but the sequence of the

model being built is known. For example, it is not

uncommon for an experimental structure determination to

lead to a mostly-complete model that is outside the range

of convergence of current refinement procedures. This can

occur if the resolution is low or if the quality of the

experimental electron density map is too poor to build an

accurate model. The sequence associated with the model

might be known or a limited number of possibilities for

sequence assignment might be obtained. In such cases

phenix.mr_rosetta tools may be useful in rebuilding the

models, bringing in information from structure-modeling to

improve the quality of the models and the resulting electron

density maps, and ultimately leading to more complete and

accurate models.

Fig. 2 Models and maps for XMRV PR structure determination

starting from a symmetric dimer placed by molecular replacement.

An arbitrary region of the structure is shown that is generally

representative of the overall maps and model. Maps are contoured at

1.5 r. Figures generated with Coot [42]. a Placed template (blue) and

final refined model [28, 39]; in green. The density-modified electron

density map is based on refined placed template, including non-

crystallographic symmetry in the density modification procedure.

b Best-scoring Rosetta model (purple) created from the placed

template and using the density map shown in a. The final refined

model is shown in green. The averaged density-modified map created

from the four best-scoring Rosetta models is shown. c Model

produced by phenix.autobuild starting from the Rosetta model and

averaged map shown in b

b
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